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What’s been happening at Waikato recently?

 
Mark & Charlie - Episode 4

The duo are back! Join their stallion yard adventure as they check in on the WS residents, and

Charlie tests out Savabeel's �tness regime in preparation for his upcoming rugby game.

Click here or on the image to watch the video.

Tivaci's son dominates
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A canny ride from Billy Egan guided Do I (ex I Do), a well-bred son of Tivaci, to a second career

victory when he was successful for Mike Moroney's Ballymore Stables last week. We look forward

to following this 4YO's career.

Well done to our fellow connections, including Allan Sharrock with whom we bred this horse!

Click here to read more.

G1 Winner #4 for Ocean Park
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A �ve-time G1 winner and multiple-champion racehorse, Ocean Park is the sire of 20 stakes

winners, including FOUR individual G1 winners.

✔ 5.1% stakes winners/runners

✔ 64.8% winners/runners

✔ $42 million in progeny earnings

A consistent producer of tough and talented racehorses. We are proud to stand this stallion.

Click here or on the image to watch the video.

We couldn't do it without them!

Meet Hazel Osment...
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1. Introduce yourself

 Hi I’m Hazel and I’m from Tirau!

2. What previous experiences have led you to where you are? 

I’ve been around thoroughbreds my whole life with my Aunty being a top jockey and my Dad

always working on thoroughbred farms, so I guess it runs in the blood!

3. How long have you been a part of the WS team?

Just shy of 7 years.

4. Go-to beverage?

Wild berry cider.

5. What section of the farm do you mainly work in and what do you enjoy about it?

In the season I work in the foaling unit which I absolutely love! Bringing new life into the world is

something special. And we have the best team!

6. Explain the highlight of your career so far

There’s so many to choose from but my best highlight would be being a part of Silent Achiever’s

racing career and having the chance to lead her back into the winners circle when she won the New

Zealand Stakes in 2014.

7. A piece of advice you would give someone who is keen to get into the thoroughbred industry

Give it a go. If you’re not sure, don’t be afraid to ask questions. There’s no such thing as a stupid

question when you’re not sure!!
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WS kids under the big yellow

Breakfast is the most important meal of the day when you're raising future champions! These WS

kids were pictured soaking up the sun on Wednesday morning.

 

 

  
READ THE
WHISPERS
AROUND WAIKATO
THIS WEEK…

 

KAI

Kai (2018 Ocean Park x Brilliant Blush mare)
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There are plenty of 'tipping
experts' amongst the
Waikato team. It's time they
show us what they're made
of…

Trainer: Mark Walker - Te Akau
Jockey: Niranjan S Parmar
Upcoming Race: Awapuni, Race 6, Bm75, 1300m

Comment: 3rd up, would go each way.
 

Well, I attended the recent Entain presentation on their way forward. In essence, it is

simply that they will do it better. Their technology, we are told, is the best, sad about

the platform that our Board at the time were con�dent would be developed to be

superior to any of our competitors. Tabcorp at the time were spending up to $100m

on IT annually, let alone whatever the Hong Kong Jockey Club saw �t for their

upgrades. But smart we were, the true cost has been dif�cult to con�rm but �gures

like $30m spring to mind, so you can see we saved $70m, and �nished up with nothing.

So, Entain has arrived to plug the gaps, stop the ship from sinking. Good on them, their

upfront risk is underwriting any difference between the guaranteed payout and

whatever income.
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Having sat through the presentation, I wondered: 'How did we get into this position

where it was only the rusty bilge pumps keeping us a�oat?'

If it wasn’t for the Ministers edict that the deal con�rmation was dependent on

retaining existing sailors, Entain would have planks on both sides of the ship. You ten

know what for.

John Allen, when Chief Executive of the Racing Board, visited me at Waikato. We had

a good three hours on our subject. The vexed question that those at the coalface

couldn’t come to terms with was a doubling of the cost of personnel over a very short

time. ”But," John responded, "We have the right people in the right place to go

forward.“ They were of course the same crew with different titles.

Simply, we are being assured it will be better captained and crewed. I said it before;

our previous navigators are lucky to have remained dry.

The season has nearly two months to run, without Australia it would be hard to spend

the afternoon in front of TV. Our jumping enthusiasts are doing their utmost to

remain relevant. Good on them, but their diminishing numbers leave us focused on a

couple of stars. Still, for all that we have, as so often put our best foot forward where

we need to in that most competitive of racing nations - Australia. With an amazing

array of Group 1 NZ-bred winners, breeders will continue to aspire to maintain our

international reputation.

Savabeel, the king of Waikato, may have a couple of barn mates putting their heads

above the parapet but his $24m+ in stakes so far is an amazing number. Long may he

last.

Cheers

G

 

P.S.

 I have just read the con�rmation of Te Akau’s intention to open a stable

at Cranbourne. I say con�rmation as there has been consultation with

their NZ owners all of whom are pleased to have the chance to extend

the opportunities of their horses that may be competitive in Australia.

We are optimistic about our domestic future, but the new partnership of

Entain and NZ Racing will take time for the bene�ts to consolidate.

However, it is not just about the stake money, it is about Group racing.

There is no doubt a number of our stakes races will be subject to

scrutiny, we all know how hard they are to win regardless of their status

anywhere but being able to �lter prospects with a bigger spread of

opportunities is attractive.

We have of course been able as owners to cherry pick prospects forever
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and no doubt will continue to do so through various stables, however

this is a leap of faith in the continuing success of our breed.

Good luck to them.
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